
The essentials  
of power hearing



The power and performance of Naída 
hearing aids have helped thousands  
of users with significant hearing loss 
rediscover all the facets of life’s  
rich soundscapes.  

Joining in everyday conversations  
and enjoying your favorite social 
activities with better hearing  
and understanding is now more 
affordable than ever before. 



Phonak Naída S I UP Phonak Naída S I SP 

Naída S I benefits

Hear the full spectrum of life’s sounds
Enjoy the joyful laughter of children playing. The 
sweet melodies of birds singing. The ability  
to hear and understand even high-pitched voices 
clearly. SoundRecover, a Phonak-exclusive 
technology, helps you to enjoy the full spectrum  
of life’s sounds again.

Relaxed conversations even in noisy environments
Actively participate in conversations inside a 
restaurant. Hear fellow passengers in a car or on a 
train. Innovative Phonak UltraZoom Essential 
technology can help you to understand speech 
more clearly, even in background noise.



No whistling
Have you experienced the annoying whistling  
sound that hearing aids can produce in certain 
situations? Thanks to Phonak WhistleBlock this  
is a problem of the past. 

Live life freely come rain or shine
Jogging in the rain. Relaxing at the beach. 
Enjoying a good workout at the gym. With its 
special water- and dust-resistant housing the Naída 
S I provides optimal protection and reliability, 
allowing freedom to enjoy all your favorite activities.

Slim design meets power performance
The Naída S I range includes two discreet behind-
the-ear models, providing affordable Spice+  
power performance for people with significant 
hearing loss. 



Phonak has been offering Swiss quality 
innovation for more than 60 years. 
The Naída S portfolio includes an 
attractive choice of models for every 
budget, lifestyle and personal 
preference:

Ask your hearing care professional for  
more information.

Price level Models
Premium Naida S IX

Advanced Naida S V

Standard Naida S III

Essential Naida S I



Life is on

We are sensitive to the needs of everyone 
who depends on our knowledge, ideas  
and care. And by creatively challenging  
the limits of technology we develop  
innovations that help people hear,  
understand and experience more of  
life’s rich soundscape.

Interact freely. Communicate with  
confidence. Live without limits. 
Life is on.
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Your hearing care professional: 


